
I am in a house with the brother of an old friend. He is actually doing the dishes with the garden door open and hears a neighbour flirting with his girlfriend. I then hear him screaming that he is a former judo champion and he is about to go out to beat the guy up. I also get ready to follow him.

I am in a gym at night and keep inside even after it closes. As I stop training I start to prepare a pasta for myself but th owner comes in and brings me a box with a piece of lasagna. I then think that she has prepared it for me but realize that she has just bought it and it cannot be so healthy.

I am in a Spanish bank with my Polish friend and meet a guy working there so that we can start an account. Before we start with the procedure the guy wants to see a proof of vaccination and I try to show him the code I have on my phone but there are just advertisement of naked women.

I am in the reception of an hotel and notice an Ukrainian girl I have already met before. I then approach her asking whether she will be back to my hometown. She will and I want to give her my card to contact me but she tells me that she already has it and couldn't understand my art work.

I am in a bedroom watching a man undressing a young woman. He actually starts with her shoes but then tries to put one in a big beer can. The shoe has a long heel and doesn't fit. I then propose him to cut if on the side and then squeeze it in but he insists to try to put it from the top.

I am in a workshop listening to the headmaster explaining how to cut long strips of fabric. As he finishes to speak I decided to get started but pick a plastic ruler as a guide and a Chinese colleague has to intervene to warn me that I should use a metal one. He then brings me many metal rulers.

I am at my old work about to go home when my Dutch boss tells me to visit her office. I then go there and see that her secretary is waiting for me with a lot of documents. There is also a contract written in Italian and I want to read it carefully before I sign it but it is way too long and technical.

I am in a room with a very shy and ugly man who is standing in a corner. I am actually hidden behind a curtain and see that there is a beautiful lady dressing up in an expensive dress. She pretends to look at herself in the mirror but in fact removes her dress wishing for the old man to see her.

I am helping with the renovation of a house when the architect arrives. He wants to talk to a guy working in another room and I call him. We then get instructed by the architect to drill some holes in some planks but they should always be at a certain angle and I have no idea how to do them.

I am in a big bathroom looking at myself and realize that I look much younger. I then notice that it is because my hairs are much shorter. It was my mother again who forced me to get an haircut while I was trying to let them grow but as I turn my head I can see that it is a really good one.

I am in a parking lot backing out but have to stop to let a group of students pass behind me. One of them is my children babysitter and I go out to say hi to her. She then tells me she is now nineteen years old but I remember she was recently seventeen and she explains her way to count years.

I am walking with my girlfriend and her mother through a square with a lot of cafes. I have already ordered hot chocolates in one of the cafes at the very end but the mother-in-law wants to stop in a cafe at the beginning. I then accept her stubbornness and just go pay the bill at the other cafe. 

I am in a building and go upstairs to pee. A Chinese artist friend is there and I show him an announcement I found on the internet. It is about a job he could do for another artist but as we walk the staircase back down he tells me that he has discovered a secret to become very successful. 

I am watching a music video about an Italian singer with a very muscular chest. He has an incredible voice and I realize that he is just singing an old song and it is his debut. At one points he makes a mistake and just takes his time to explain why he has said one word instead of another.

I am with my girlfriend in a Dutch city following an Italian immigrant who we know will become a famous chief. We want to find out where he works and see that he gets in a pastry shop. We then go in and see him in the kitchen preparing some small cakes with cream and strawberries. 

I am checking the computer for a new car that has to be big but also environmental. I find a French one and decide to drive to my old mechanic who sells them. I reach the place with my old car and get in but realize that it is now a shop and that the mechanic has moved in the basement.

I am in a fast food with two other guys who are ordering a pistachio ice-cream. They even have the cone covered with pistachio chocolate and find it delicious. I then wonder how the young owner of the place survives with  so few costumers but then notice that there are some more behind us.

I am working on a small house but need a rope to go higher up. Another guy working there shows me that I have to use the rope the other way so that I can strap myself. I then explain to him that I don't have a hook for it but he shows me that the strapping has several embedded laces to do so.

I am in my Venetian apartment trying to sleep the last night there before we sell it. As I turn my head I notice that my kids are playing on the ground and that my son has managed to flood the floor. I then try to understand what sort of crane he has turned on but realize it is only a bottle.

I am in a factory going passed my Austrian colleague. She is quite desperate that I am quitting and I see another colleague consoling her. The latter actually comes to me with a small dish with noodles. I start eating it but it is very watery and I see that my other colleague have at least a sauce.

I am in a frozen parking lot waiting inside our car when the policeman approaches us. As I checks our papers a police woman comes to check the dimensions inside. I help her to measure the diagonal and then check for a program on my phone to calculate the sides but I cannot find it. 

I am walking in the suburbs of a city. The center is more up on a hill but I keep on walking from to the west. I should have been there before but do not recognize any of the buildings. As I almost come to the end of it I finally find an old church but it is too late to go back across the old town.

I am with an old classmate checking a nightclub over a wall. I wonder if she wants to dance with me but we just walk to her former boyfriend. He is outside his home and I help him closing the door with a curtain. I pull it too much and it gets too long but I anyway use it to cover the entrance.

I am driving with my children to a Polish city. I then remember that my friend has moved there from the mountains but realize that the mountains around the city are also very big. Under I see two very strong peasants still using very rudimentary tools to cultivate their land and I get afraid.

I am in a meeting with my Italian architect and he agrees to build the floors of my installation. I then want to hear the opinion of his two colleagues but they don't say much. I actually come close to one and show him the work of another artist who did exactly the same installation before me. 

I am walking around a small lake and realize that it is used by two Russian men to fish. It is actually a natural reserve and it is illegal to do so but it is there only way to survive. As I come to the place where they usually fish I see that the waves are too high and it is impossible to do any fishing.

I am in an indoor resort and start skiing even though I haven't been doing it for years. I am actually very good and manage to complete the circuit ahead of everyone. I then go to get a refreshment but I have to pay or it and I am sent in a small supermarket where also my friends are queuing.

I am at the wedding of a prince and a princess. As I look at their blue dresses I see that a young men steals a spray can from underneath it. He then goes on the other end and start spraying an old piece of wood. At first everyone finds it blaspheme but then realize that he is a very good artist.

I am walking at the sea side with some friends when I get a message on my phone. It is from a paralyzed politicians who invites us to join us up the mountains where there is a lot of snow. At first I think she only wants to build snowmen but then realize that she goes swimming under the ice.

I am with my girlfriend inside a big mall. There is a fancy supermarket on one side and I expect her to go in to do grocery but she is actually waiting for another supermarket to open. She mentions a name but cannot find it and then see that it is on the other side and that it is for poor people.

I am walking with my children past a church. A side door is open and I send them in to look but they walk all the way to the altar where the priest is preaching. The latter gets very angry and I call my children back out and start to run away looking for a place where to hide from his revenge. 

I am on a boat with my stepfather and a girl going across a canal. It is cold and we decide to hug all together but my stepfather soon pulls out. I am then left with the girl in my arms and start feeling her dark and curl hairs before we finally reach a small island where we decide to disembark.

I am out on a street at night with my best friend and we look at the pickup I just bought. It is white and very high with my youngest son afraid to go up. As I play with the latter trying to put him on the roof I show my friend that the pickup is actually very low but there is a button to lift it up.

I am on top of a mountain with the famous sculptor who has invited me to do a big work in his park. I then tell him that I am open to do a smaller thing in the middle of the park but he tells me that another local sculptor has decided to extend the park all the way to the regional capitol.

I am outside a fastfood with my family and borrow some money from my mother-in-law to pay. I want to give her the change back but she refuses and I just put it in the glass holder between our seats. I then start driving up a mountain but I am too fast and when a curve comes I can't break.

I am in a living room with my stepfather reading a book. There is a picture of a clay object and underneath it a Latin saying. I then read it aloud so that my stepfather can translate it but he doesn't understand me. He looks at the book himself and start to translate the clay object instead.

I am in a club and hear a beautiful woman convincing an American actor to sing. The latter agrees and the people starts getting quite entertained but then a curtain opens up behind him with a Russian and his band. They start to perform and the public get far more entertained with them.

I am in the car trying to find the house of a girl who is having a party. I finally find it and let one of the guests park the car. He almost scratches it against the wall but in the end manages quite well. As I go in my parents are also there and I get embarrassed when the host gives me a love letter.

I am in a dark room with my kids trying to cut open a young calf. The latter is already dead but my youngest soon keeps pulling its tale and the calf seems to move. As I try to tell him not to do it the calf falls on the ground and I can see it agitating its legs even though I am very sure it is dead.

I am on a ski-lift approaching the top of a mountain. My stepfather is also with me and pushes a guy that is in the way. I don't wait for him and start skiing downhill but quickly reach the bottom. As I wait for my friends to arrive I get a phone call warning me that one of them got injured.   

I am with my girlfriend in a kitchen discussing the way I should dress up. She wants me to wear a shirt but I find it too sober. I then ask her if I can wear it outside my pants but she wants me to put it inside. I go upstairs to try it on the way she says it and coming down she is really impressed.

I am driving in the night to an airport. As the sun rises also my kids wake up and we reach a small village. There is a cafe and we still have a lot of time before our plane departs. We then stop there and get inside to eat breakfast but they only serve lunch and we end up eating a red salad.

I am in a kitchen with my girlfriend and she tells me that she wants to clean the shelves. They are really well organized with dishes of different colours connected to one another. I then suggest her to take a picture first of the configuration. I start photographing but she has already done it.

I am walking around the terrace of a restaurant and find that my food is ready. It is actually a dish of pasta and I don't remember ordering it. I anyway start eating but find that there are small pieces of electronics inside. I first think it is decoration but then finds a lot of small hairs.

I am in a square with my daughter and show her some people mourning a dead. As we come closer the car with the coffin arrives and I go closer with her to see the ceremony. There is a couple seating on thrones and we wait for their speech but they have very little to say and are not moved.

I am in a drone observing a long hill were an army has marched. I cannot control the drone and it lands on a highway further down the hill. The highway is not going straight but keeps on making curves and in the end takes a road to go to a village that is even higher up the mountains.

I am with my oldest son in a Mediterranean village at night. We need to walk to our hotel but there is a high tide and the staircase to the building is completely flooded. We anyway cross the water and find it quite warm even though we are still in the middle of the winter and the sea is agitated. 

I am in our Dutch house and decide to go out on the sidewalk to chop some trees a guy has cut for me. I don't have any stand where to position them and walk further down to a carpenter that is using two stands to cut some wooden panels. He is actually too busy installing them on a house.

I am walking with some artists up the valley where my project museum is. I actually want to propose them to also build a sculpture there and I show them the place where I think they can do so. They are all quite messy and as I try to imagine how nice they can be a local hunter interrupt us.

I am inside a student dormitory and see that a mill outside is spinning very fast. The wind is too strong and the whole propeller comes out. A tree also falls right in front of my window and I can see a man accompanied by a wolf planting a special weed to minimize the damage of the storm.

I am in my mountain neighbour's apartment and tell her how I think people that are not born high up cannot really adapt in our village. I suddenly realize her husband is not from there and was born down in a valley. I then try to apologize but she gets very mad and starts calling me a racist.

I am in a big church filled with people attending a mass. I know that my parents could be there and I just go to the side of the altar but end up standing between the bodyguards of a famous politician. I then move closer to the altar but the latter comes to kiss everyone during the communion.

I am with my kids next to a lake and see on the other side some fat people digging the earth. I realize that they are extending a playground and I feel like I would like to have the same opportunity. I then tell the children to pack and go home to see if I can also start a new outdoor project.

I am in our garden removing some mice from a trap I placed in the wall of our chicken house. They are all dead and I manage to dispose of them but as I walk around the house I see that a big rat has also died sucking directly from a small bottle of white poison I have used for the small mice.

I am in a kindergarten playing with my kids when I see my neighbour coming in. He looks very suspicious and suddenly tries to kidnap his own daughter. He wants to bring her away from that class but her teacher manages to get the girl back and tells the father that she is legally theirs.

I am on the road just in front of our Dutch house. All my neighbours are also out throwing garbage and there is a lot of mess. As I walk to the river I see that there is a container with old isolation panels and I realize that they can be collected for free while I keep paying for them at the damp.

I am at a friend house with another carpenter friend seating on the opposite side of the table. He is actually rebuilding on his computer all the many thousands of three dimensional models I have collected over the years. I he actually only joked he should do it for me but he took me seriously. 

I am walking with a girl next to a playground and see an old English artist friend on the other side. We then walk to the entrance to hug and I tell him that he hasn't changed. He then shows me his big belly and says that he is drinking way too much. I also get to see the children of his wife.

I am on a train going  through some green pastures. My spiritual friend is with me and I realize that he is taking me and my girlfriend to walk in a high mountain range. I can't actually see that we are going up the valley but my girlfriend tells me to look back and I can definitively see it.

I am walking on a sidewalk with my Neapolitan friends when a blond girl approaches. I then pretend that she is my twin sister and they almost believe me but then realize that my half sister is actually waiting for me in a car. My stepfather is also there and I lift my middle finger at him.

I am driving a car with a friend across an old neighborhood with many ugly condominiums. As we make a turn I can see money flying down and I tell my friend to stop. He doesn't do it immediately but keeps on driving. The money keeps flying down and at last he stops and I can collect them.

I am in a villa cleaning up before my mother arrives. She is actually already downstairs and as I walk to her I realize that there are two big backpacks. I then understand that a couple is sleeping upstairs but did not wake up when I was cleaning. I can blame on them that the villa is so dirty.

I am in a small square and see that my Swedish curator friend is there with his wife. There is actually a poster of her just next to them and they introduce me to a curator who brings us in a church. He then shows us a sculpture that is looking up and I find other sculptures doing the same.

I am in a dark classroom when the teacher comes to the guy seating next to me. She wants him to connect a piece of plastic into a folder with two hooks. Looking at it I figure it out in no time and show it to the teacher. She is very impressed and asks me more questions but I cannot answer.

I am at a fair and check how the organizers have installed a big white board in one of the rooms. As I walk to a bigger room I check how they have installed large and colorful sinning brushes. Next to a yellow one a guy working there lays me down and start filling me up with different candies.

I am in a forest with giant trees discussing with an artist from my native highland where to position my sculpture. I tell him that honestly I can do as he wants but he needs to leave and I am left with his assistant. She also gives me a ride and tells me how difficult it is to work as an artist there.

I am walking with my best friend in a neighborhood carrying two garbage bags. As we hear a couple on a terrace talking about him we turn in a dark corridor and leave the bags there but a security guard sees us. The latter starts chasing us and we reach a square where we hide in the shadow. 

I am in a kitchen talking to a Finnish woman about an island where we are going on holiday. She has already been there with her husband and tells me how expensive it is. I then ask her if there is anything historical to see and she shows me a map with a peninsula where I have already been.

I am flying over small cities in the middle of the forest. They all have very Indian names and I realize that everything that the colonists built has been destroyed. In the main city I see a very large opening and I realize it is the place where the cathedral was. I then wonder how it got destroyed.

I am in a car with a couple and reach their home. It is very cold outside and they both go out to open the gate. The man actually realizes that the woman was screwed together the two doors he has built for it. Now it opens as a big one door and he gets angry even though it is now much better.

I am looking at the forest of a small mountain village where I have just bought a house. There is actually a cave and I dare to go in even though I am holding my youngest in my arms. At the end of it there is a glacier and I see people climbing it but I don't dare to go any further and just go back.

I am in a small living room with my aunts and I propose them to take a family photo. They also want me to be part of it even though I have no idea who can take the photo. As I think of a solution my oldest aunt brings an old rocket chair with my birth date on it and I wonder the meaning. 

I am at a car dealer to check if the used car I ordered is still there. I only see red cars and I go in to ask but I only see mechanics and no one in charge of the sales. One of them is actually available to talk and I explain that I could not pay for the car since I did not have a valid phone number.

I am following a girl inside a basement when the big dog of the owner jumps on my back. It doesn't let me go and pushes me to the ground biting my forearm until it starts bleeding. The girl just gives him some meat to eat and I kick it in another room so that I can lock myself and be safe.

I am at work using a big machine to cut metal and listening to my Austrian colleague talking to my Chinese colleague. The former declares that she has left her Dutch boyfriend and wants to go back to her own country. I am actually planning to drive also down south but she doesn't care.

I am in a bedroom sleeping and suddenly realize that I am the new director of a TV channel and that it is time to broadcast the morning news. I then rush to the office that is actually in the same building where I am sleeping. I expect to find the news team but there is only a bodyguard asleep.

I am walking on a straight road going over a hill and see that there is a village behind a metal fence. It is abandoned and I meet the Russian president who has tried to occupy it. He failed and he is now captured behind the fence. I then tell him how he should have bomb it first with airplanes.

I am at a party and hook up an Indian guy to a Danish girl. The latter is condescend and I just push the guy to set up a date but he tells me he is too busy. I then take him on the side and ask him more specifically what are his appointments. He has to go to the gym and I tell him to just skip it.

I am booking a flight on my computer. I almost manage to get one booked but I don't recognize the destination. I then search for it and see that it is only the name of a Finnish airline and that the actual destination was what I wanted. I then go back to the booking but the section has expired. 

I am driving my old car and get in a small parking lot. There are other cars but they start exploding and the owners hurry to move them away. I anyway keep in my car but a hoar chased by an ugly man with a knife seek for help and I open the door for her and let her in just on time to escape.

I am in a garden under a table looking how it has been painted and overhear a curator talking to a Swedish artist. The latter is asked whether she would have become my girlfriend when we were close together and she answers that she would have. I then try to sneak out without getting seen.

I am going inside a supermarket with a friend and pass her sister. I am supposed to marry her and he gets in a giant basket to pick a watermelon to celebrate. He gets one that is still too white but I don't say anything and hear that he will take a leave from the military to attend the wedding.

I am in a living room checking a big book I got from an Italian contemporary artist. It contains a lot of different cards profiling all other contemporary artists in alphabetical order. I don't even search for my name and just find a big painting of a Chinese revolutionary that the artist is giving me.

I am walking the road down to my mountain village and meet my neighbour's son. He is actually very busy and just tells me to look at two trimmers he has left on the side of the road. I try a green one but there is a petrol tank attach to it and it is very hard to use. The other is red and stronger.

I am in a park singing songs with other young people when a girl asks us to sing a songs no one of us have ever heard of. My spiritual friend is seating opposite to me and tells me to agree to her request. I do so and notice that he is preparing a red soup for the girl adding a lot of chili pepper.

I am in the attic of our Dutch house when I see a Chinese boy pulling down a door frame I have just built in the garden. I then go down to get angry with him but his parents are also there and I tell the father to also pull down the old chicken shed. He does so and I realize it is on wheels.

I am in a park at night looking at some American students dancing in pair. They actually go in a circle and some of the girls pick guys that are queuing with me. It is almost my turn and I am too dirty and decide to go home to get changed. I then look through my clothes and pick a nice t-shirt.

I am walking in an old city and reach a group of students. I then pick one of them to go to a vaccination center so that I can get the certificate and follow the rest. There are a lot of bridges and one of them I hear the my stepfather talking on the phone. I then manage to turn the other way.  

I am nest to a big billboard and see a guy dressing like a knight. Another guy with a much bigger sword threatens him and I walk away from there in a residential area. The path is filled with big rocks but I manage to reach the harbour where I find a vulgar add written on top of a small hotel.

I am walking next to a river at night. There is a friend walking ahead and using a light to check fishes in the water. There is actually a giant octopus sticking its head out of the water. At first I am quite entertained but then get very scared and move just on time before it gets its tentacles out.

I am driving on a road and come out on another road next to the hills leading to my parents' place. I am impressed with my sense of orientation but the car is packed with things and I cannot see the lower part of the road. There is an umbrella on my right shoulder but it is too big to move it.

I am with a graffiti artist about to get in an abandoned building when the door open below. We then get in and realize that there is a shelter for refugees inside. They are serving them green apples and salad and I go behind them to also wait for my ratio and meet my American curator friend.

I am in a class watching the teacher trying to solve an equation at the white board. He is quite stuck and I get up to solve the equation in a very simple way using the sides of a triangle. As I get back to my desk I realize he was trying to use the surface but did not have enough information.

I am in a courtyard preparing my bike to participate to a race. I have not been training in a long time but feel like I have a good chance to win. I then start packing some rocks to bring along but realize I better find them during the race to build a sculpture we have to build as part of the race.

I am in the corridor of a building observing through a window an installation I have created in a room. There is a cloud making machine in a corner above me but the actual clouds it makes are small. I actually wanted to fill the room with a giant cloud but I can see that the machine is too weak.

I am walking up a steep road when a group of English kids comes down with some carts. It is dangerous and one of them seems to have a problem. I then fix one of her wheels and try to let her start on top of the road where it is safe but she just pushes herself down from where we are standing.

I am having dinner with my uncle when he stands up with his purse. My girlfriend is in the bathroom and she explicitly told me not to let him pay for the dinner. I actually don't care and just let him do so but in the meantime she comes back and I pretend my uncle also went to the bathroom.  

I am at a dinner with some guys who have prepared a barbecue. We then take our seats in a long table but I don't want to seat and just go to the end of the room to speak to everyone on how I have always had the possibility to avenge myself against those who treated me bad but I never took it.

I am in a classroom with a teacher showing on the wall a special blue painting that generates heat. He then shows a long robot with a special head. I cannot understand what it can be used for but then see that the head can rotate like an helix to generate wind although it was never outside.

I am in my old work mounting some shelves with my colleagues. The quality is very bad but I remember when we already mounted them once before. I get nostalgic about it but one of my colleagues wants me to get going and gives me a bolt I have no idea where to place. I then start improvising.


